
VIDIOS has optimised the quality of

video services transmitted via a state-of-

the-art Internet infrastructure to a DSL

broadband access network. VIDIOS

aimed to integrate bandwidth on demand

and video service error protection into

video distribution, contribution and

conferencing services.

Main focus
As a first step, VIDIOS designed and

deployed a video streaming architecture

suitable for state-of-the-art DSL broadband

accesses. Most European Internet backbone

networks are based on Multi Protocol Label

Switching (MPLS) technology and offer QoS

according to the IETF (Internet Engineering

Task Force) DiffServ architecture. To adjust

for potential network shortcomings, VIDIOS

optimised the video distribution architecture,

video coding, Internet and Ethernet / ATM

broadband access QoS features. Charging

will be based on content access and hence

decoupled from the communication service.

Digital Rights Management features have

been investigated to ensure respect for

copyrights and access control.

In a second step, VIDIOS added bandwidth

on demand (BoD) services and QoS for

video streaming services for guaranteeing

high levels of user satisfaction. Developing

advanced video services at the lowest

possible cost is the fundamental paradigm

of VIDIOS. VIDIOS limits new interfaces and

QoS signalling to local networks and

backbone edge routers. Efforts required to

produce a value-added service access

justify extra charges. Settling of bills and

protection against service misuse will

require authentication and ciphering. Finally,

signalling, access and admission control

features were an integral part of on-demand

end-to-end QoS in VIDIOS.
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5. Video Contribution over (G)MPLS

The MPLS and GMPLS based video

contribution architecture models consist of

QoS models, Fast Rerouting models,

QoS-Monitoring and a user service

management including the definition of a

Network to User Interface (UNI).

6. Bandwidth on Demand (BoD)

applications and trial

WP6 validated the infrastructure,

technologies, services, and applications

analyzed, designed and/or deployed

within the project by a trial network. 

Achieved results
The VIDIOS consortium delivered an

“Integrated Communication System

Solution”. VIDIOS united the most

important players of video communication

and distribution within a single project,

which designed trials and validated all

elements of the “media chain” of a video

service produced over an IP/MPLS network.

Adding more value to broadband access

technology by enabling advanced video

services, VIDIOS increased the attractive-

ness of broadband accesses and ensured

convergence by supporting DSL broad-

band access types, secure service access

and content management, application of

open standards and interfaces. The full

system and services were developed,

integrated and tested in a network

environment. VIDIOS results will definitely

help to keep the European ICT sector at

the forefront of global development.

The main achievement of VIDIOS was the

design and development of one of the first

fully usable solutions for the deployment

of VoD services over the already installed

network infrastructures that are mainly

based on IP/MPLS cores and DSL broad-

band Internet access for final users. The

proposed architecture in VIDIOS provides

QoS and BoD, secure delivery of

contents, DRM via an access control

system, and advanced FEC mechanism

to deal with errors in the IP networks.

Moreover, several VIDIOS achieved some

crucial results. Telefonica I+D has found

ways to alleviate the overload of its

IMAGENIO network thanks to the research

on Multicast over MPLS and access

control methods designed in the project.

SATEC has been able to determine the

real differences between the hardware

offered by industry leaders in order to fulfil

the high requirements of a VoD architecture

with such a dimension. Scopus has

developed an advanced Forward Error

Mechanism and has successfully

transferred that technology to real

equipment, as shown in the demos of the

project. Finally, the University of Murcia

has shown, by publishing a number of

papers, how the state of the art

technologies for AAA (Authentication,

Authorization, Accounting), ciphering, IP

traffic control, and streaming over IP can

be merged to obtain a VoD architecture

able to compete with proprietary solutions.

Impact
Internet Service Providers, IP backbone

carriers and Multimedia vendors have

recognized the impact and chances

resulting from Media Content Creation,

Transport and Distribution over Internet

backbones and broadband access net-

works. VIDIOS developped, integrated

and tested all parts of the “media chain”

over DSL broadband Internet access

networks and Multi Protocol Label

Switching (MPLS) backbones. By applying

application-oriented state-of-the-art

technology, VIDIOS innovations have

created opportunities for maximizing the

investment returns of the telecommunication

industry. Widespread access to reliable

video services is an important precondition

for ensuring economic success of multi-

media production and distribution across

Internet backbones. The architecture

designed by VIDIOS applies open

interfaces and standards supporting the

required inter-workings and interoperation

wherever these are available.

Approach
The VIDIOS project was organized in six

work packages and the tasks disseminati-

on and project management. The work

packages were:

1. Video Distribution Architecture

The video distribution architecture optimi-

zes an IP/MPLS network for video distri-

bution supported by statically assigned

network quality of service. A general

design aim is to minimize additional

investment into existing networking plat-

forms.

2. Codec Adaptation

Architecture design of video distribution

over IP/MPLS networks - optimization of

video service components by error conce-

alment and error protection adjusted for

transmission over IP/MPLS networks.

3. VoD Application and Trial 

As a first key application, VIDIOS desi-

gned and deployed a Video on Demand

environment over MPLS with users having

state-of-the-art DSL broadband accesses.

The VIDIOS VoD service demonstrates

the extension of IP network capabilities to

“triple play”.

4. Bandwidth on Demand (BoD)

Architecture

WP4 specifies a Bandwidth on Demand

service based on end system- and

measurement-based admission control in

the core network combined with signaled

QoS resource administration on the

access line. 
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